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Author’s response to reviews:

We would like to thanks the editors and reviewers for the potential consideration of our manuscript for publication. We have made the requested revisions. Please find the point-by-point response below.

-- Please ensure that the email address for the corresponding author matches that which has been listed on our editorial system- currently they differ.

We have changed the corresponding author email address to match the one listed on the editorial system- silvishah2108@gmail.com
Please include the email addresses for all authors on the title page. The corresponding author should still be indicated.

We have included the email addresses for all authors on the title page.

Please rename 'Introduction' to 'Background'.

We have renamed ‘Introduction’ to ‘Background’.

If abbreviations are used in the text they should be defined in the text at first use, and a list of abbreviations should be provided in the Declarations.

We have provided the list of abbreviations in the Declarations.

Please remove any funding information from your Acknowledgements section. Please only include this within your Funding section.

We have removed the funding information from the Acknowledgements section.

Multi-panel figures (those with parts a, b, c, d etc.) should be submitted as a single composite file that contains all parts of the figure.

We have changed the figures from multi-panel figure to individual Figure 1-13. The figures are better presented individually due to the different outcomes studied and have a large resolution.

Please ensure that all tables are cited within the text. Any items which are not cited may be deleted by our production department upon publication. (Table 1)

We have ensured that all tables are cited including table 1.